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Ni-Co-Mn-In Heusler-based compounds are interesting for their magnetocaloric properties and have been
widely investigated for this purpose. For Co compositions more than 5 at% in (Ni100−xCox )50Mn25+yIn25−y the
material is no longer single phase, and for y < 25, shell-ferromagnetic precipitation occurs. Our study is twofold:
First we study here the shell-ferromagnetic properties of these systems and show that their ferromagnetic
exchange can be strengthened by introducing Co into the precipitate. Second, we further show that both the
multiphase character and shell-ferromagnetic precipitation have strong implications on the magnetocaloric
properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the martensitic transition in the Heusler
compound Ni50Mn25Ga25 set grounds to the later discovery
of the magnetic shape memory effect in this compound [1,2].
A magnetic-field-induced strain in the martensite phase of up
to 10% in Ni50Mn30Ga20 [3] became the source of motivation
for the search of this effect also in other Ni-Mn-Z martensitic
Heusler materials (Z: Al, Ga, In, Sn, Sb) [4,5]. Although a
magnetic-field-induced strain of this size was never found in
any other compound, the research led to the discovery of even
newer effects; these being the magnetic-field-induced reverse
martensitic transitions [6,7], the inverse magnetocaloric effect
[8], giant magnetoresistance [9,10], exchange bias [11,12],
and shell-ferromagnetism [13]. The martensitic transforma-
tion in these materials is also exploited for energy conversion
purposes [14].

Among all these functionalities, the magnetocaloric prop-
erty, particularly in Ni-Mn-Sn- and Ni-Mn-In-based com-
pounds, came to be recognized as being the most prominent
[7,15–17]. Entropy changes around room temperature ranging
up to 20 Jkg−1K−1 were reported in these materials and much
work is still being carried out to improve the magnetocaloric
properties; particularly those related to dealing with adverse
transitional hysteresis effects [18–22].

A more recently observed feature of martensitic
Heuslers is the shell-ferromagnetic (shell-FM) effect
[13,23]. Ni50Mn50−xZx alloys with x ≈ 5 − 10 at% are
antiferromagnetic (AF) and chemically homogeneous when
annealed around 1100 K and then rapidly cooled to room
temperature. When the alloy is subsequently annealed at
around 600–750 K, it decomposes into FM Ni50Mn25Z25 and
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AF Ni50Mn50 according to the reaction,

(25/x)Ni50Mn50−xZx

→ Ni50Mn25Z25 + [(25/x) − 1]Ni50Mn50 0 < x � 25.

(1)

For x = 5, a maximum of 20% of the decomposed sample
can be made up of 2–5 nm cubic FM Ni50Mn25Z25 precipitates
when annealed at Ta = 650 K. The FM precipitates have a
Curie temperature TC of about 320 K and become embedded
in a tetragonal AF Ni50Mn50 matrix. If this secondary heat
treatment takes place under a magnetic field of several kilo
Oersteds, then the magnetic moments at the FM/AF interface
between the Ni50Mn50 matrix and the Ni50Mn25Z25 precipi-
tates pin along the field direction. When the temperature is
reduced and afterwards the field removed, the spins remain
pinned at temperatures TC < T < 550 K. The coercive field
of the pinning exceeds 20 T [24]. At T > TC the core of
the precipitates is paramagnetic (PM), and the shell is FM
with no TC . The reason why it does not have a TC is because
the ferromagnetic ordering is not spontaneous as in a normal
ferromagnet, but it is induced and aligned by the magnetic
field applied on annealing and pinned by the AF exchange of
the surrounding NiMn matrix. This effect has important rele-
vance to permanent magnet and nonvolatile magnetic memory
applications.

Decomposition effects in functional Heuslers by secondary
heat treatment can have important implications on magne-
tocaloric effects. It turns out that all off-stoichiometric Ni-
Mn-based Heuslers are chemically unstable, and there is a
miscibility gap in Ni50Mn50−xZx in the range of about 0 �
x � 25 according to Eq. (1). This raises questions on the
influence of sample preparation procedures on magnetocaloric
effects.
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When Ni is partially replaced by Co in Ni50Mn50−xZx com-
pounds the martensitic transition decreases while TC increases
so that inverse and conventional magnetocaloric properties
can be manipulated. A number of works have been carried out
on the magnetocaloric properties of (Ni1−yCoy)50Mn50−xZx,
and, indeed, an increase in the magnetocaloric effect and the
broadening of the functioning temperature-range have been
reported [22,25–27]. However, there are metallurgical homo-
geneity problems that remain to be solved. These are related
to the shell-FM effect and to immiscibility issues [28–31].

There are two examples for this. The first is the case for
Z taken as Ga. The end compositions in this series are stable
so that single-phase samples with 0 � y � 1 can be obtained.
However, if x < 25, then the sample can decompose when
it is subjected to secondary heat treatment as was shown for
y = 0 [32]. The second example is for Z as In. Co50Mn50−xInx

is not a stable compound so that the Co-composition in
(Ni1−yCoy)50Mn50−xInx can only be limited. This is a purely
miscibility limitation on top of which comes the shell-FM pre-
cipitation on applying secondary heat treatment. In this work,
we study (i) shell-ferromagnetism in (Ni1−yCoy)50Mn50−xInx

arising from secondary heat-treatment and (ii) the effect of
shell-ferromagnetism and the multiphase property on the
magnetocaloric effect.

II. EXPERIMENT

We prepared samples of Ni50−xCoxMn45In5 with x =
5 and 8, a nearly full-Heusler Ni44Co5Mn25In26, and
Ni46Co5Mn35In14 by arc-melting pure metals (99.99%) under
argon atmosphere in a water-cooled Cu crucible. The samples
with 5 at% In were used in shell-FM effect studies, and the
14 at%-In sample was used for studying the magnetocaloric
effect. The full Heusler, which does not decompose according
to Eq. (1) serves as a reference. The ingots were melted
several times and were then sealed under 300-mbar argon in
quartz tubes and annealed at 1073 K for five days followed
by quenching in water at room temperature. The ingots were
cut into slabs with a diamond wheel and further cut into thin,
long specimens using a diamond wire saw. Some samples
were further annealed at 750 K to examine shell-FM behavior
and the effect of decomposition on the magnetocaloric effect.
The compositions of the materials were determined with
energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectroscopy using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM).

We carried out x-ray diffraction (XRD) studies using
a Panalytical X’pert Pro diffractometer with Cu-Kα radia-
tion and analyzed the data using JANA2006 software [33].
Temperature-, field-, and time-dependent magnetizations,
M(T ), M(B), and M(t ), were measured using a superconduct-
ing quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. The
measurements were carried out in fields up to 5 T and in the
temperature range 10 � T � 400 K and further in the range
300 � T � 750 K using an oven attachment.

III. RESULTS

We first present the structural properties and subse-
quently turn to the magnetic properties in view of shell-
ferromagnetism and magnetocaloric effects.

FIG. 1. SEM images of the samples with mean compositions
(a) Ni43Co8Mn44In5, (b) Ni45Co5Mn45In5, (c) Ni46Co5Mn35In14, and
(d) Ni44Co5Mn25In26. The provided scale in (a) is for all four images.
See Table I for compositions of light and dark areas in (a)–(c).

A. Structural properties

1. SEM and EDX

The SEM images for the three off-stoichiometric Heusler
samples given with their mean concentrations and the stoi-
chiometric Heusler sample are shown in Fig. 1. Distinct light
and dark gray regions in Figs. 1(a) to 1(c) indicate that the
samples are inhomogeneous after annealing at 1073 K. The
only sample that is homogeneous is Ni44Co5Mn25In26 as seen
in Fig. 1(d). The dark regions make up about 20%, 10%,
and 5% of the total coverage in Figs. 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c),
respectively.

The results of the EDX measurements giving the mean
concentration and the concentrations of the light and dark
regions are collected in Tab. I. Ni50−xCoxMn45In5 with x = 5
and 8 mean concentrations decompose and form the light gray
areas accommodating no more than about 5 at% Co, whereas
the dark areas contain more Co and practically no In. The
compound with mean composition Ni46Co5Mn35In14, often
used in studying magnetocaloric effects, is also seen here to

TABLE I. Mean compositions and compositions of light and
dark areas of the samples in at%.

Regions Ni Co Mn In

Mean 45 5 45 5
Light 44 5 46 5
Dark 44 10 46 0
Mean 43 8 44 5
Light 44 5 43 8
Dark 43 13 44 0
Mean 46 5 35 14
Light 46 4 35 15
Dark 47 18 35 0
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FIG. 2. XRD pattern for the full Heusler Ni44Co5Mn25In26.

have a mixed phase. These results are in good agreement with
those of earlier studies [30].

2. XRD

We carried out XRD studies on both initial and 750-
annealed states of samples used in studying the shell-FM
effect and the MCE. We have also measured the spectrum
for the full-Heusler Ni44Co5Mn25In26 as a reference. We have
analyzed the spectrum of this sample shown in fig. 2 using
the Fm3̄m space group. The spectrum shows typical features
of the ordered Heusler L21 structure. We estimate the lattice
parameter a to be 6.065 Å.

We show in fig. 3 the XRD patterns for the sample with
mean composition Ni45Co5Mn45In5. The spectrum in fig. 3(a)
corresponds to the initial state of the sample and is composed
of tetragonal (I/4mmm) and cubic (Fm − 3m) components,
which are the light and dark regions, respectively, in the
SEM images fig. 1. According to Tab. I, the light regions
correspond to L10 Ni44Co5Mn46In5 with lattice parameters
a = 3.80 Åand c = 3.50 Å. For the Ni44Co10Mn46 cubic
phase, a = 3.69 Å. We also detect a small amount of MnO
in this sample.

When the sample is annealed at 750 K for 16 h, addi-
tional peaks appear at positions pertaining to the L21-Heusler
structure. The most distinct ones correspond to (400) and
(422) reflections. The refinement yields a = 6.06 Åfor the
L21 phase. Due to the small size, and therefore, the weak
intensity of these peaks, the uncertainty in a is larger than that
determined for the full Heusler (fig. 2). Nevertheless, it lies
within a limit where it can be identified as a lattice parameter
pertaining to the Heusler phase. The tetragonal phase now
has lattice parameters a = 3.74 Åand c = 3.53 Åindicating
that this phase has become more Mn-rich corresponding more
to those of Ni50Mn50. This result is in line with the reaction
formula given in eq. 1. For the cubic phase, a = 3.66 Å.

The XRD spectra for the sample with the mean con-
centration Ni43Co8Mn44In5 shown in figs. 4(a) and 4(b) are
similar to those shown in fig. 3 with the same structures
appearing. The lattice constants of the light-region tetrag-
onal Ni44Co5Mn43In8 phase are a = 3.84 Åand c = 3.50
Åcorresponding to a somewhat larger a-parameter than for the

FIG. 3. XRD pattern for mean-Ni45Co5Mn45In5 in (a) the initial
state and (b) the state obtained after annealing at 750 K for 16 h.

mean-Ni45Co5Mn45In5 sample (fig. 3). For the cubic phase,
again a = 3.66 Å.

When this sample is annealed at 750 K for 16 h, decompo-
sition within the light zones occurs leading to the spectrum
seen in fig. 4(b) with distinctly emerging (400) and (422)
Heusler-peaks. The analysis yields a = 6.05 Åalso for this
case. The cell parameters for the tetragonal phase are now
a = 3.72 Åand c = 3.54 Åshowing a similar change between
initial and annealed states as with the sample discussed above
in relation to fig. 3(b). Both analyses support the validity of
the decomposition process occurring within the light regions
according to eq. 1.

We now turn to the case of the sample with composition
mean-Ni45Co5Mn36In14 in fig. 5, which we use to investigate
the effect of secondary heat treatment on the MCE. As for
the XRD presented for the samples introduced above, the
initial state of this sample is also a mixture of tetragonal and
cubic phases having compositions given in Tab. I. The lattice
constants of the L10 phase are now a = 3.94 Åand c = 3.47
Åwith a being considerably larger than for the initial states of
the samples discussed in conjunction with figs. 3 and 4. For
the cubic phase a = 3.66 Å, which does not vary appreciably
from those of the other two samples.

The XRD spectrum for the 750 K-annealed case is shown
in fig. 5(b). Unlike for the previous two samples the spectrum
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FIG. 4. XRD pattern for mean-Ni43Co8Mn44In5 in (a) the initial
state and (b) the state obtained after annealing at 750 K for 16 h.

is now described by a mixture of L10, an incommensurately
modulated 7M, and a cubic phase. The 7M structure is
monoclinic described by the superspace group P2/m(a0g)00.
The cell parameters are a = 4.30 Å, b = 5.44 Å, c = 4.40 Å
α = 90◦ Å β = 91.3◦, γ = 90◦, and the modulation vector is
q = 0.34. The cubic phase has a = 3.65 Å, which is nearly
the same as those for the other cases presented above.

B. Magnetic properties

With the structural analysis presented above, we now turn
to the shell-FM properties and the effect of decomposition
on the magnetocaloric properties. In the presence of 5 at.%
Co, we expect the decomposition to occur according to the
reaction

(25/x)(Ni0.9Co0.1)50Mn50−xZx

→ (Ni0.9Co0.1)50Mn25Z25 + [(25/x) − 1]Ni50Mn50

0 < x � 25. (2)

where the first term on the right is the shell-FM precipitate.

1. Magnetic properties of near-stoichiometric Ni44Co5Mn25In26

We can sort out the magnetic properties of the precipitates
by first identifying their Curie temperature TC . Therefore, it

FIG. 5. XRD pattern for mean-Ni45Co5Mn36In14 in (a) the initial
state and (b) the state obtained after annealing at 750 K for 16 h.

is first necessary to know TC of Ni45Co5Mn25In25. Figure 6
shows M(T ) for the near-stoichiometric Ni44Co5Mn25In26

compound. We carried out a sequence of temperature-cycling
M(T ) measurements in 1 T as seen in Fig. 6(a). Cycling M(T )
between 300 and 500 K is reversible. However, taking the
sample from its initial state at 300 K (open-red) to a final
annealed state at 750 K (black) causes TC to increase due to the
increase of L21 ordering [26]. We show M(T ) in 5 mT before
and after annealing in Fig. 6(b). This low-field measurement
allows TC to be determined as 354 and 373 K for the initial
and final states, respectively. The inset shows M(B) at 10 K
for the annealed state, for which the saturation magnetization
is about 115 Am2kg−1.

2. Shell-FM properties

To examine the properties of the shell-FM effect in Co-
incorporating Ni-Mn-In compounds, we studied the decom-
position process by measuring M(t ), and M(T ), the later ob-
tained by a sequential annealing protocol. We also measured
M(B) in both initial and decomposed states to gain more
detailed information on the magnetic properties. We carry out
the studies for the two compositions mean-Ni45Co5Mn45In5

and mean-Ni43Co8Mn44In5. In the initial state these samples
are AF, which we verify by the linear behavior of M(B) at 10
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FIG. 6. M(T ) for the near-stoichiometric Ni44Co5Mn25In26 com-
pound. (a) A sequence of temperature-cycling measurements made
in 1 T taking the sample from its initial state (open-red) to a final
annealed state (black) showing the increase in TC due to increase
of L21 ordering. (b) M(T ) in 5 mT before and after annealing. The
inset shows M(B) at 10 K for the annealed state. The saturation
magnetization is about 115 Am2kg−1.

and 300 K as seen in Fig. 7. This is an expected result for
such low In concentrations. There is no evidence of any FM
background in these data arising from segregated Ni-Co-Mn
(Fig. 1). However, this becomes evident in the M(T )-data
which we present next.

Sequential annealing experiments are carried out by raising
the temperature to a certain value, returning back to room
temperature, and raising the temperature again to a higher
value than the previous maximum temperature; and so on.
We give the results of such experiments for both samples in
Fig. 8. The details of the protocol are given in the legends of
Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). The data are obtained in 5 T. Between
300 and 500 K the data are reversible for both samples. In this
range, M(T ) increases steadily with increasing temperature as
seen in the detailed plots in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d). Such behavior
is typical for an antiferromagnet and is consistent with the
behavior of M(B) shown in Fig. 8. However, M(T ) initially
has a high background caused by the presence of FM Ni-Co-
Mn impurities (Table I). When the temperature is raised to
700 K, M(T ) does not return to its original value at 300 K
for both samples. This behavior becomes even more distinct
when the temperature is increased to 750 K and reduced back

FIG. 7. M(B) for mean-Ni45Co5Mn45In5 and mean-
Ni43Co8Mn44In5 showing the linear behavior at 10 and 300 K.

to 300 K. At these measurement steps, Heusler precipitates
begin to form and FM interactions set in so that the data
indicate a Curie temperature TC close to 350 K. As will be
seen below, TC is better determined from M(T ) of samples
that decompose over a longer period of time. We also find that
when running sequence 5 in Fig. 8(a), the sample undergoes
a reverse martensitic transition to the cubic austenite state, at
least partially, beginning at about 730 K. It returns back to the
martensite state on recooling. Mean-Ni43Co8Mn44In5 has a
lower martensitic transition temperature, so that the complete
transformation can be observed. These are further discussed
in Sec. IV B.

To provide further support for the occurrence of decom-
position, we mounted new samples in their initial states and

FIG. 8. High-temperature sequential annealing for (a) mean-
Ni45Co5Mn45In5 and (b) mean-Ni43Co8Mn44In5. Sequential anneal-
ing is performed under 5 T according to the protocols given in the
legends of (a) and (b). Steps 1 and 2 are shown with the same symbol
since very little change occurs on cycling between 300 and 600 K for
both samples. (c) and (d) show expanded plots of parts (a) and (b),
respectively, giving details of the deviations from step 1.
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FIG. 9. (a) M(t ) for (a) mean-Ni45Co5Mn45In5 and (b) mean-
Ni43Co8Mn44In5 obtained at Ta = 650 K and 5 T. (c) and (d) M(T )
in remanence after recording M(t ) in parts (a) and (b), respectively.

carried out M(t ) measurements at 650 K. We then measured
M(T ) in remanence. The results are given in Fig. 9. M(T )
increases with time when the samples are held at 650 K under
5 T as seen in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). The increase is caused by the
emerging FM Heusler precipitates that become embedded in a
co-emerging NiMn surrounding, by which the Heusler/NiMn
interface spins become pinned.

After the temperature is reduced and the field is removed,
we measured M(T ) in remanence. The results are shown in
Figs. 9(c) and 9(d). Here, the position of TC is determined
to be around 345 and 360 K, which are close to the value
obtained for the near-stoichiometric compound, for which
M(T ) is shown in Fig. 6. M(T ) drops as the temperature
reaches TC , above which M(T ) decreases steadily up to 600 K.
The decrease is caused by the progressive weakening of the
pinning as the temperature increases. On returning to 300 K,
M(T ) does not reach its original value but remains somewhat
lower. This is caused by further segregation occurring at
600 K, however, this time in the absence of a magnetic field
since M(T ) is measured in remanence. Therefore, the spins of
shells of the newly emerging or further growing precipitates
point randomly and contribute to a reduction in the total
magnetization causing M(T ) to be smaller at 300 K.

Directly after the sequential annealing measurements
shown in Fig. 8, we measured M(B) of these samples at 300
and 500 K. At 300 K, the system is expected to be partially
in a FM state according to step 5 in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b).
As we show in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), the 300 K-data reflect
indeed a FM response arising from the segregated FM Heusler
components. The data at 500 K appear to show dominant AF
behavior. However, when viewed more closely in the insets,
the data show a 20 mT-wide hysteresis shifted vertically.
The shift is more pronounce for the Co5-sample as seen in
Fig. 10(b). The vertical shift is an indication that the loop
between +5 and −5 T is a minor loop. This is a typical
property of the shell-FM effect, where the shell spins become
pinned in the annealing-field direction by the AF matrix so
fields in the order of 20 T are required to rotate them [24].

FIG. 10. M(B) after sequential annealing (Fig. 8) for (a) mean-
Ni45Co5Mn45In5 and (b) mean-Ni43Co8Mn44In5 at 300 K (blue) and
500 K (red). Insets show the 500 K-data focusing on the vertical shift
and the hysteresis in the low-field area.

3. Magnetocaloric effects

As in Co-free off-stoichiometric Heusler alloys, the Co-
incorporating alloys also decompose and exhibit the shell-FM
effect. The Co-incorporating alloys are widely studied for
their magnetocaloric properties and are known to exhibit large
entropy-changes around room temperature. This makes them
attractive for their possible use in room-temperature magnetic
cooling devices. However, the decomposition can have con-
sequences on the magnetocaloric properties and requires a
closer look.

Ni46Co5Mn35In14 shows particularly large magnetocaloric
effects around room temperature and has been widely studied.
This compound is generally claimed to be homogeneous.
However, the images in Fig. 1(c) and the compositions in
Table I show that inhomogeneities are also present in this
system. Therefore, we study the magnetization and the mag-
netocaloric properties of this compound in its initial state and
in a state where the sample is subjected to secondary heat
treatment at 750 K for 16 h. The results are shown in Fig. 11
for M(T ) measured in 5 mT under ZFC and FC conditions
for both initial and annealed states. TC increases from 358
to 368 K when the sample is annealed. The martensite-start
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FIG. 11. (a) M(T ) measured in 5 mT for mean-Ni46Co5Mn35In14

in a ZFC (open symbols)-FC (closed symbols) sequence of measure-
ments in initial and annealed states.

temperature Ms, determined as the peak-temperature of the
FC-curve, shows the opposite effect and decreases from 328 to
319 K. The hysteresis width also increases from 6.5 to 13.5 K
on annealing.

To estimate the magnetocaloric effect for both states, we
measured M(B) around the transition temperature for each
case. We show the results in Fig. 12. Prior to the measure-
ments the sample-temperatures were brought down to 200 K,
well within the martensite state, and subsequently to the
measuring temperature. At temperatures around the transition
region M(B) shows features related to the presence of field-
induced transformations from martensite to austenite.

For both cases, we calculated �S using the relationship

�S(T,�B) =
∫ B2

B1

(
∂M(T, B)

∂T

)
B

dB, (3)

and numerically integrating it using

| �S(T,�B) |=
∑

i

Mi − Mi+1

Ti+1 − Ti
�B. (4)

Here Mi and Mi+1 are magnetization values measured at
temperature Ti and Ti+1, respectively.

�S versus T for both states of the sample is plotted in
Fig. 13. �B is the field-change referenced to zero-field. The
peak values in �S are at 23 Jkg−1K−1 and 28 Jkg−1K−1 for
the initial and annealed states, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Structure

Compositions around Ni45Co5Mn36In14 are often studied
for their magnetocaloric properties. It appears that these com-
pounds with compositions around 5 at% Co are unstable with
respect to the formation of a multiphase compound incorpo-
rating In-poor fcc inclusions and a main off-stoichiometric
Heusler matrix. This occurs in samples slowly cooled from

FIG. 12. M(B) for (a) the initial and (b) the 750 K-annealed
states of mean-Ni46Co5Mn35In14 at temperatures around the marten-
sitic transition.

initial heat-treatment temperatures around 900◦ C [30] as well
as those that are quenched from these temperatures; as in the
present study. When these samples are subjected to secondary
heat-treatments around 600 to 750 K, a further decomposition
effect occurs; namely, the shell-FM effect. In this case the
light areas in Fig. 1 undergo a decomposition according to
Eq. (2) within themselves. This is verified by the XRD and
magnetization studies. The presence of multiple phases in
quaternary Heuslers is not limited to these alloys but are also
encountered in various other systems [31,34,35].

The full Heusler compound Ni45Co5Mn25In25 is single-
phase and does not decompose on secondary heat-treatment
(Fig. 1) since it is the composition corresponding to the
boundary of the miscibility gap determined by the reaction
in Eq. (2). However, the secondary heat-treatment at 750 K
causes TC to increase (Fig. 6). This increase is expected to be
caused by the increase in the degree of order of the L21-phase
[26,36].

All in all, there are three nonequilibrium events in Ni-
Mn-In-based Heusler compounds that incorporate Co: (1)
Segregation due to the initial heat-treatment into a main
Heusler phase and and an In-free phase; (2) the occurrence
of shell-FM decomposition on secondary heat-treatment; and
(3) the increase in L21 ordering of the Heusler phase leading
to an increase in TC .
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FIG. 13. The temperature dependence of the inverse magne-
tocaloric effect plotted as �S vs. T for the initial and the 750
K-annealed states of mean-Ni46Co5Mn35In14. �B shows the field-
change from zero-field.

The XRD data showing the emerging Heusler peaks are
in line with a previous study on shell-ferromagnetism, where
the development of the Heusler precipitates are examined as
a function of annealing-time, and annealing-temperature Ta

[37]. In this study the size of the precipitates was determined
by Scherrer analysis. For a secondary heat treatment at 750 K
for 16 h, the size of the precipitates in our case is expected to
be around 20–30 nm.

B. Shell-FM properties

The shell-FM properties were studied for two composi-
tions with low In-content. They show two interesting effects
which are the change in the martensite transition temperature
Tm as annealing progresses and the migration of Co into
the precipitate as well as into the matrix. We discuss these
below.

The phases relevant for the shell-FM effect are those with
the light contrast in Fig. 1, namely Ni44Co5Mn46In5 and
Ni44Co5Mn43In8. The sample with 8 at% In has a lower
valence electron concentration, e/a, so that Tm lies lower.
However, we see in Fig. 8(b) that the Tm shifts to lower values
as the annealing progresses. This is opposite to the effect
observed for the shell-FM effect in Ni50Mn45Sb5, where Tm

increases as the annealing progresses [38]. This case is more
comprehensible since, as the annealing progresses, the L10-
phase surrounding the precipitate becomes more Mn-rich and
Sb-poor so that e/a would increase and cause the martensitic
transition temperature to increase as well. The same should
be true for Ni44Co5Mn43In8. However, to account for the
decrease, it would be necessary to require a counteracting
effect. It is known that adding Co in place of Ni in Ni-Mn-
based Heuslers leads to a decrease in Tm and an increase in
TC . The precipitate can only accommodate a Co content of
less than 5 at%. Therefore, the remaining Co has to go into
the L10 matrix and overcompensate the increase in Tm caused
by the increase in the Mn-concentration.

Together with the shift of Tm, it is necessary to understand
where Co actually migrates. M(T ) measurements in rema-
nence yield a TC of about 350–360 K for the precipitates as
seen in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d). This corresponds to TC for the
full Heusler Ni50Co5Mn25In25. In Ni50Mn25In25, the precipi-
tates formed as a result of decomposition have TC = 300 K.
Therefore, in the present case, the precipitate is enriched with
Co. This has the advantage that the precipitate has a saturation
magnetization Ms of 115 Am2kg−1 which is larger than that
of Ni50Mn25In25 precipitates with Ms = 70 Am2kg−1.

C. Magnetocaloric effect

Ni-Co-Mn-In compounds have been widely studied par-
ticularly for their favorable magnetocaloric properties even
though the composition-range for substituting Ni with Co is
very limited. In many cases, the compound is not single phase
which impedes favorable magnetocaloric properties, and it
would be useful to prepare such materials with a single-phase.
Our results show that as in ternary Ni-Mn-based Heuslers, a
miscibility gap between the full Heusler and NiMn exists also
in the quaternary Co-incorporating systems. Next to effects
related to compositional inhomogeneities due to excess Co,
the decomposition of the off-stoichiometric Heusler phase
also has effects on the magnetocaloric properties of these
materials. A secondary heat treatment immediately reveals a
change in the magnetocaloric properties (Fig. 13) which could
be favorable or unfavorable depending on how it will be em-
ployed. The secondary heat treatment at these compositions
result in a decomposition rather than solely a change in the
magnetic ordering temperature.

V. CONCLUSION

Ni-Co-Mn-In can accommodate only up to about 5 at%
Co, and a Co-concentration more than this gives rise to a
multiphase systems. We studied shell-FM decomposition in
Ni-Co-Mn-In systems and studied its implications on the
magnetocaloric properties of these materials. For the shell-
FM effect, we enhance the FM exchange of the precipitates
by introducing Co into the precipitates and thereby increas-
ing their TC and Ms. This improves their energy product.
For the magnetocaloric effect, we find that the secondary
heat treatment gives rise to large changes in the entropy-
change properties. Therefore, shell-FM precipitation is linked
to the magnetocaloric properties and care must be taken in
preparing the metallurgical state of the material for a chosen
application.
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